
Scy, origin and history

 
 As an incentive to bring 10,000 of the brightest minds for a life-long tour of the galaxy, the Domain gave its citizens 
complete independence to choose their destinations, and a passe-droit to acquire supplies they needed from any Do-
main world. The only thing asked in return was complete access to their discoveries whenever they came close to an inhab-
ited planet. While not completely self-sustaining, a decade in deep space would just start to make a dent in the colony’s 
resources. For its maiden voyage, the S.C.o.Y. departed for a five year expedition into a double supernovae nebula only 
recently accessible via a new gate. 

 137 years later, the S.C.o.Y. was still an effective operation. Its “cruise” cycle of fifteen year expeditions used to start 
by establishing a temporary outpost on a nearby planet to guarantee a steady stream of supplies, to offload some of the 
ever increasing population, and to have a safe heaven in case of a dramatic malfunction. Then the ship would make sev-
eral returntrips until all useful data had been gathered and every experiment conducted. After that, the colony would be 
left to the Domain to be integrated, and the S.C.o.Y. would continue its journey after a quick pit stop on any major world. 

  Students and scientists from everywhere in the galaxy were dreaming to join the S.C.o.Y. University, and every fifteen 
years the worlds where the colony could appear were invaded by droves of candidates who hoped to get on board.

GENESIS

   During the apogee of the Domain of Man, leaving your homeworld to settle on a new one was not something out 
of the ordinary. It was simply what anyone with a bit of an adventurous mindset would do. These settlers would not do so 
unaided by the core worlds however, and few of the colonies were truly self-governing. Most of the time, the completely 
independent states were barely more than outposts filled with criminals, anarchists, escaped convicts, religious extremists 
and often all of them at once. The case of the S.C.o.Y. or Scientific Colony of Yggdrasill, was unique as it was both part of 
the Domain and independent.  

 In the past, many outposts were established near interesting stellar phenomenons to study them, or conduct experi-
ments in extreme conditions. Even for a society as advanced as the Domain of Man, creating micro singularities or studying 
the effect of nova gamma ray bursts near densly populated planets was not exactly sound safety nor economically wise. 
On the other hand, each time a location lost its interest, rarely were the occupants willing to relocate again: Most of them 
had established their home, some were even born there and very few were ready to journey to the next hotspot. But what 
if they could move their home with them? To that end, a nomadic colony was created inside the asteroid Yggdrasill.  

Appendix 1
The Yggdrasill

 
 The asteroid AS-96-J-9542 from Jupiter’s belt 
was chosen for the colony because a significant
fraction of it was comprised of useful metals, 
and could (barely) fit inside a gate. 

 The asteroid was mined nearly completely 
hollow, equipped with massive engines and giv-
en a light rotation to create a comfortable 0.3g. 
Then it was put in lunar orbit where it was pres-
surized, fertilized, watered, all in all terraformed 
to travel among the stars.

 Even with Domain technology, it took seven 
years to complete the construction. The name 
Yggdrasill was given by its first captain and head 
of the first council, Rahj Shariff.

11/07/2776
Science Colony Yggdrasill. Asteroid Yggdrasill. Hohmann transfer from jovian orbit to lunar orbit for terraforming process 

1536 standard days before launch.
Courtesy of the Phoenix Science College, Elysee. Collection under the supervision of Dr Amalia Hera, P.h.D. 

 
 First contact went very poorly, as both factions demanded the cargo ships they encountered to hand over the goods 
and to reveal their planet of origin. Fortunately for the colony, the convoluted protocols put in place to avoid being tracked 
down revealed themselves to be very efficient, and after sour negotiations the crew were returned.

 The agreement offered by both Tri-Tachyon and the Hegemony retains exclusive access to the same amount of tech 
in exchange for various goods the colony might need. This arrangement was clearly not enough for the two factions and 
they kept trying to force the colony to join their side, or to find its location and annex it. Tensions rose to the point where 
the decision committee envisaged to sever all contacts with the warmongers, and try to establish new contacts with other 
factions. But the inhabited worlds nearby were rare, and all of them were infested with agents. Even without taking into ac-
count the fact that with enough ships and a bit of luck their planet would eventually be discovered, breaking the deal was 
too risky for the colony, and the status quo continued to be maintained. 

 Things radically changed when the Ludii made their appearance. 

STRANDED

 Then the gates shut down. It took time for the nomadic colony to realize what had occurred; being in the middle of a 
cycle communications from the outside were not expected. Once the realization hit them, it was quite a shock to witness the 
destruction that had occurred within less than a decade of absence. Unable to assist anyone because they could not even 
sustain themselves in the long run, the Yggdrasill retreated to its now permanent base on the outskirts of the Sector. Since the 
asteroid was equipped with a small auto-factory, and a few people were knowledgeable enough to program it, they lived in 
relative comfort on the surface of the planet. However they were lacking one vital thing: while the population was full of physi-
cists, astronomers and mathematicians, no expert in the science of the living was to be found, thus making them vulnerable 
to new diseases. 

  After a couple of decades, as the medical supply shortage started to take its toll, the decision was made to make contact 
with some still independent worlds. Their tech base being intact, trading goods for medical assistance was not an issue, but 
after a few exchanges they attracted the unwanted attention of both the Tri-Tachyon Corporation and the Hegemony.

 The destination chosen was the designated star of the next exploration cycle, had the gates not shut down and inter-
rupted their voyage. Its telluric planets were far too close to the star to be inhabitable, but it also had a gas giant orbited 
by hundreds of satellites, some of them large enough to be considered a planet. The escape was expected to last more 
than a century: the 90 cycles necessary to reach a safe distance out of detection range, then the long travel to their des-
tination given the limited speed the S.C.o.Y. could reach in hyperspace. For that reason, some crew had to stay awake 
for the duration. 500 volunteers were called to keep the giant vessel running, enough to do the job, but not so many to 
risk running out of supplies. Others volunteered to stay on the colony, either elders that delegated their spot to another, 
or youngsters eager to fight. To avoid unrest during the election of the evacuees, every candidate was frozen before the 
tubes were randomly picked and loaded onto the S.C.o.Y... They would awake far away from any danger, or never at all.

 After a week or so, the titanic lifeboat finally left its orbit, with 20,000 sleeping pods aboard, and 500 tiny beings lost 
in its empty city. Leaving behind a thousand improvised combatants, mostly assigned to decoy shuttles in case the enemy 
fleet arrived early, and 9,000 hidden sleepers destined to be killed if neither the Hegemony or Tri-Tachyon miraculously 
showed up at the last possible moment.

COUNTDOWN

 The Archpriest Morgan was a high ranking officer of the most radical fringe of the Church of Ludd. They saw all tech-
nology not used according to their interpretation of Ludd’s words as an abomination that had to be purged. To them, the 
thought of a fully functional auto-factory, held by a collection of scientists was an anathema. Morgan pledged his con-
siderable crusader fleet to find their planet and destroy the heathens, scouting every star, ruthlessly interrogating any 
witness...  As the threat slowly loomed closer, the council reopened negotiations to get help from either Tri-Tachyon or the 
Hegemony. What the sages failed to see was that the arrival of a third major player in the area turned the colony from a 
golden goose into Pandora’s Box: The first party to get its hand on it would immediately be attacked by the two others. 
Thus they chose to use the colony as a bait for the Ludii rather than to risk severe losses.

 Receiving no responses to their call, and the Ludii fleet being only a few weeks away from finding them, the council 
declared a state of emergency and begun preparations for the evacuation of the population. With more than 30,000 peo-
ple on the ground and a medical supply shortage, there was no way to save more than a fraction of the colony... Unless 
they were sleeping in cryotubes. And even then only two thirds of the colony could be evacuated. Another problem was 
that if they fled into hyperspace, they would instantly be detected, but from afar Yggdrasill looks just like an average as-
teroid. Normal space travel with carefully controlled emissions would be stealthy enough to likely avoid detection.

Appendix 2
The destination

 
 The planet Tartarus in the Acheron system 
drew the attention of the scientists of the S.C.o.Y. 
due to two particularities:

 Firstly, its wide, eccentric and extremely in-
clined orbit compared to the rest of the system 
(79 degrees) suggests that it is a rogue planet 
captured by the main star. With a mass of near-
ly 18 Jupiters, it likely originated from a nearby 
unstable trinary system and was ejected before 
reaching critical mass and becoming a star of 
its own. 

 Secondly, in a “recent” past, the instability 
provoked by the mass of the new planet, caused 
the main star Acheron to absorb its smaller com-
panion, triggering a luminous red nova. During 
this event, a debris cloud was created from the 
destruction of the previous planets, partially 
captured by Tartarus. It also appears that the 
giant received enough energy to be partially 
ignited. While the planet lacks sufficient mass 
and heat to become a star, some basic fusion 
reactions are occurring in its lower atmosphere, 
giving it a reddish glow, thus the name. While not 
very luminous in the visible spectrum and higher, 
the giant radiates a significant amount heat and 
infrared light. This point particularly interested 
the astronomers, as they could observe a time 
accelerated analog of a cooling white dwarf, 
and study the convection phenomenons occur-
ring in its atmosphere. Cycle 17

Science Colony Yggdrasill. Temporary colony number 9. Artist representation of the planet Asr 3648 b, nicknamed Tartarus.
Courtesy of the Phoenix Science College, Elysee. Collection under the supervision of Dr Amalia Hera, P.h.D. 

GENOCIDE

 The Ludii armada jumped in. There was no communication, no demand of surrender, not even a taunt or a condemna-
tion. They just opened fire on anything they saw. When they found an empty city and no auto-factory, they suspected an
evacuation took place but were unable detect any fleet. When the search parties finally found the hidden storage area 
where the cryotubes where stashed, the Luddii commander hopped that torture would reveal information on how to find 
the escaped colonists. 

 Unfortunately for him, none of the poor victims could give any useful information: all they knew was that they had to 
search for a small asteroid now deep in the Oort cloud. Lets say that finding a needle in a planet-sized haystack would be 
easier. Archpriest Morgan was furious, he ordered most of his armada to disperse and search for this asteroid, the odds of 
success were infinitesimal but he never underestimated luck. 

 Then he sentenced all sleepers to death as heretics. One by one they were woke up, condemned right out of the pod, 
then handcuffed, their eyelids sliced and finally thrown into a giant blazing stake. Every ship in the outer system broad-
casted this macabre spectacle during the four days and nights it lasted to be picked up by the fugitives. Once every man, 
woman and child had been executed, Morgan ordered to nuke the empty colony and disperse the ashes of the heretics 
on top of it. That way even the most desperate scavenger would not dare loot the city for a long time. 

 Of course the crew of the S.C.o.Y. was both frightened and angry, but what really made them mad is that only mere 
hours after their comrades had been massacred, the Tri-Tachyon and Hegemony fleets jumped in and started to prey on 
the dispersed Ludii armada while giving each other a wide berth. Their vessels quickly obliterated the Ludii, and as the 
system had lost its value, returned home.

Circa cycle 50
Science Colony Yggdrasill. Unnamed painting (5.7m x 1.9m), unknown author

Courtesy of the Phoenix Science College, Elysee. Collection under the supervision of Dr Amalia Hera, P.h.D. 

 Witnessing the massacre of every single sleeper left behind must have been an extreme trauma for the crew. From 
this event they left us dozens of texts (including our constitution) but they systematically erased every image of it 
from the computers.

 The huge (almost six meters) painting to the right is the only non-written material picturing the trial we have, the
white figure is believed to be an innocent child as he/she fell in agony into the flames.

Appendix 3
The stake

GREAT SLEEP

 From the escape we retained full navigation records thanks to the computers, but very few of the events that occurred 
with the Keepers. What we know for sure, is that around the second half of the first decade, the historian and sociologist 
Karen Sonja drove the creation of the Scy Nation. It was obvious that the Domain of Man was unreachable, and they were 
seen as independents or targets by every other faction in the Sector. Her conclusion was simple: they were no longer a 
colony but a nation of its own. Their first decision was to drop the acronym, and only keep the name Scy. 

 500 Keepers were chosen as more a social necessity rather than a technical one: their role was to oversee the au-
tomatic systems that take care of themselves and keep the biosphere alive rather than manually repair equipment. They 
used their substantial free time to redact the first constitution. Karen’s knowledge about ancient history was instrumental in 
its creation, providing examples of failures or successes across every epoch. While she tried to stay impartial as a neutral
observer her influence is palpable even in the way the document is redacted, especially the parts inspired by her beloved
ancient Greece. 

 Other than that, the journey must have been long, peaceful, boring, but uneventfully sinecure. In a century the only 
active moments experienced were two stops in empty star systems to refuel from a gas giant. Of course the task ahead 
of them, to build a new city on an unknown world for 21 thousand people, would be colossal and they carefully steeled 
themselves for this task, stockpiling construction material and resources, planning every step and refining blueprints for 
equipment required to thrive in every environment they could possibly imagine to find at their destination...

Appendix 4
The first Constitution

 Born from the scientists aversion for politics, the constitution split the powers between dozens of small colleges 
where half the members are elected, and the other half randomly chosen from a pool of volunteers. Each citizen 
can only vote and volunteer for one college, favoring the one that interested them most, and avoiding misinformed 
people to vote on subjects they do not understand. Of course the candidates have to meet some conditions like edu-
cational standards and no criminal record, and the volunteers can only get chosen once in their lifetime. The only 
topics that are always subject to a public referendum are the ones related to exterior relations, since it has become 
a very sensitive subject after the massacre of the temporary colony. 

 An interesting point of the constitution is regarding the treatment of currency, or in this instance the lack of one.
Instead the currency chosen is work hours. Between that and barter, anyone can find the balance they wish between 
free time and work. This system was put in place as an incentive to encourage people to do the jobs they good at, 
not what pays well. On the other hand, if every job gives the same wealth, it is also mandatory to have one to access 
full citizenship. Such a system could only work because of the very low population and survival oriented economy.

Appendix 5
The elder Keepers

 After a few decades, the aging first generation of Keepers expressed the wish to be frozen to have a chance to see 
the new home they were going to build. The Yggdrasill was far enough in deep space that a small increase in reactor
output would not be detectable, and the auto-factory could manufacture a few more sleeping pods. It became a 
tradition: when someone old enough wished it, and had a replacement for his job, he could be put in stasis until the 
new colony was up and running.

 Unlike most, when she got old Karen did not choose this. Instead, she stayed awake until her death, as a reminder 
to the young ones of where they were coming from and why their were fleeing. After departure, her friends and a cou-
ple of her children formed a small group of disciples to “keep the flame burning”.

ARRIVAL

 Finally after 112 years of travel, the Yggdrasill made it into orbit of the gas giant named Tartarus. As expected they 
found several promising moons for a settlement. The one which peeked their interest most was close enough to the planet 
to be inside the radioactive Van Allen belt, and large enough to retain an atmosphere. Furthermore, this moon had liquid 
water in the form of a ring ocean on the equator, kept in perpetual motion by the strong tidal forces from the giant. Cloaked 
by the magnetic field of the giant, heated by the geothermic activities caused by its gravity, the future on this moon seemed 
most promising. On the down side, its natural radioactivity was a bit high, and ice asteroids would often impact the surface. 
Since the second best moon was a metal-dense atmosphere-less rock, the risks versus benefits was judged acceptable. 
The Colonization process started, and a site located on the kilometer high cliffs hugging the ocean was chosen as the new 
home of the refugees.

 As expected, the task was overwhelming: Born and raised in a controlled environment, the fourth and fifth generation
descendants of the Keepers knew little of the planetary dangers. In the beginning they suffered many accidents, for-
tunately very few of them with fatalities. Some old specialists in colony establishment were unfrozen to assist them with 
anticipating these accidents and things went much more smoothly afterwards. Despite the rocky start, they managed to 
excavate the first city block within half a cycle. This bloc was bound to be the core of their new habitat, the central nerv-
ous system of the following expansion, a starport, and a production center for materials and food they will require as soon 
as they begin to wake-up the rest of the sleepers. By the end of the cycle, the bloc was almost autonomous from the Yg-
gdrasill for food (after utilizing a significant portion its fertile earth), drinkable water and energy production. 

 A second batch of sleepers were woke up just after the inauguration and the global pace of expansion vastly in-
creased, only limited by the creation and exploitation of fertile land. Seven cycles later, the last group of sleepers were 
unfrozen and everyone took a deep breath of relief: they did it, they escaped obliteration, travelled half the Sector in the 
shadows and built a new home out of nothing. The City now called Phoenix with a bit morbid humor, was spanning five kil-
ometers of cliffs and up to two kilometers deep. Obviously all the industrial areas were on the exterior side, the agricultural 
and housing blocs were much more protected from the radiation in the deeper levels. While most of the population stayed 
underground, a skeleton crew volunteered to try and keep the Yggdrasill space worthy, since between the long trip and be-
ing stripped from parts and biomass, only the irreplaceable micro-autofactory had been kept intact. Also a mining outpost 
was created on the most mineral rich moon for seasonal resource gathering.

  Tucked and hidden away safely, Scy stayed isolated from the rest of the Sector. The Cycle was 177.

Appendix 6
Hangover

 The first sleepers awakened went relatively smoothly as they were few in number, quickly integrated with their cow-
orkers and overwhelmed by so much work that they simply lacked time for depression. But when they started to wake 
them en masse some unforeseen consequences appeared.

 The grief, sorrow, anger, depression and disorientation were expected of course from people who had lost relatives 
in such horrific circumstances, waking up in a unknown environment... But they also were forced into a new social or-
der, governed by strangers and given tasks they never had any say in doing! All of this happening to a group of two 
hundred people at a time, troubles arose quickly. The committee in charge of the process reacted soon enough to 
avoid any real unrest and opted to swap from a large batch every quarter cycle, to instead unfreeze a dozen daily. 
While this new modus operandi revealed itself more efficient in the long run, the goal was to introduce newcomers 
into a more integrated people, close enough to support each other, distant enough to act as an introduction to the 
new order.

 The adults were given a week free to accommodate themselves to the city and their new home (and eventually to 
mourn) before being asked for five months of mandatory excavation, construction or agricultural tasks. After this pe-
riod, they would be granted full citizenship and could change jobs as they wished. Since each and everyone would 
go through this period, it has been globally accepted as fair and went without any further troubles.

Cycle 169, standard day 57
Scy. Planet Elysee. Mission specialist Ellias Clay plants the Scyan flag on planet Elysee. Colony Yggdrasill visible in the background. Picture taken by mission commander Nahlia Hades

Courtesy of the Phoenix Science College, Elysee. Collection under the supervision of Dr Amalia Hera, P.h.D. 

Appendix 8
Landing

 
 While building Phoenix on a cliff has many 
advantages (easy access to water, ease of dis-
posing the rubble from the excavation, under-
ground to be protected from the radiation, al-
most invisible from space...), there are some big 
drawbacks, the main one being the difficulty to 
reach it. 

 Between the atmosphere and the gravity, the 
most efficient way to dissipate the delta V accu-
mulated in orbit is to bleed it through aerobrak-
ing. Then the pilots have to glide to the entrance 
of the space port, while only the last seconds of 
the landing are assisted with vertical thrusters. 

 The major problem with that approach is the 
wind: The ocean heated by geothermic en-
ergy and the giant’s gravity creates a massive 
airflow, and the cliff breaks it in incredible tur-
bulence. On a calm day, wind can go as fast 
as 20 meters per second, and an comet crash 
on the other side of the planet can radically 
change the direction of the main currents, in-
terfering with the approach vectors for weeks. 
 
 Pilots go through extreme training, and many 
resign before even their first landing.

Cycle 163, standard day 237
Scy. Planet Elysee. Landing certification exam. Trainee Nel Astoria and his flight instructor are on final approach to Phoenix Starport. After Nel landed successfully on the third try flight in-
structor Penelope Aria gave him his licence for cargo ferrying only. Nel quit only two days before his first flight as copilot. Picture taken by Cpt Allan Phocee while overseeing the approach 
from his support craft.

Courtesy of the Phoenix Science College, Elysee. Collection under the supervision of Dr Amalia Hera, P.h.D. 

time on modifying a freighter for surveillance duties. Alexander was an ex-sleeper, and during the pre-collapse era was 
working as an engineer designing special sensors for the Yggdrasill scientific teams. Naturally he personally crafted the 
detection devices for their picket freighter, and his second who worked in the special alloys branch, applied his most 
stealthy plating to it. The resulting ship was rather undetectable for its size and able to tap into the internal networks of 
other ships from great distances.

 Alexander Gran’s departure took everyone by surprise, and nobody could know for sure if he was ever to return. In the 
meantime, the Phoenix senate decided to triple the radiation plating of the city. It was a makeshift solution, but it could be 
completed in a few months, and could improve their chances a bit. 67 days later, Alexander Gran was back, with a batch of 
medical supplies and news from the rest of the Sector. This feat earned him the recognition of the entire population, and 
great influence in the senate. The news of the outside world he brought with him were grim at best, but also allowed Alex-
ander to draft the plans of a new expedition to the senators: Since the supplies gatheered would only last a few months, 
he proposed to refit the two other ships, go deeper into the Sector and bring back one or two years worth of medical equip-
ment at once. 

 Two months later, Commodore Alexander Gran departed from the Yggdrasill with three armed freighters.

DECEASE

 For a dozen cycles, everything went surprisingly smoothly for the Scy Nation: Nobody had discovered them and 
most of the issues of their economy had been corrected, even the social unrest that arose after the awakening had boiled 
down. However, symptoms of radiation sickness started to appear and their medicinal knowledge still lacking, treatments 
were at best palliatives. This was expected, considering their new environment, but the consequences appeared to have 
been greatly underestimated. Everytime a comet hit the surface, it dispersed all the radio-isotopes it captured during its 
long orbit in the remains of the nova. And each time the whole planet’s atmosphere became a poinsonous environement 
vastly more deadly than the initial observations lead to expect. All future projections showed that if nothing was done, the 
Scyans would all be dead in less than two generations. The simple solution, to reveal themselves to the rest of the Sector 
calling for help was unthinkable for most of the population. The second solution, to relocate the population to another 
moon, could take years. The least radioactive one in the system was not that much less dangerous, and overall had a 
much harsher environment.

  The debates were still raging when Captain Alexander Gran and his crew took off from the Yggdrasill in one of her last 
hyperspace-capable freighters. In a rather laconic message he explained his intention of trying to get his hands on some
emergency supplies. Previously, Alexander supported keeping a presence in the exterior of the system for detection pur-
poses. He and some followers were part of the crew in charge of the refitting of the Yggdrasill, and were working in their free

Appendix 9
Poachers

 While the population was grateful for the medical equipment Cpt Alexander Gran brought back, his method of ac-
tion made everyone a bit uneasy around him. In short, he used his advanced communication system to tap into the 
cargo computers of passing vessels, and when one would transport useful goods, he hacked the life support system

and vented the crew into space. While cruel, this method was the only reliable one with his lightly armed freighter. 
With extremely limited living space and the firm intention to leave no witnesses behind, they would have had to be 
executed anyways.
 
  Surprisingly, this ruthlessness did not tarnish his image, but revealed how far he was committed to save the Scy Na-
tion. Nevertheless it was a desperate solution, and for the following expeditions he made sure that prisoners could 
be taken and brought back alive.

 Once the proper paperwork had been processed and the supplies delivered, Alexander requisitioned the mining 
outpost: his cargo ships were also filled with the crew of the pirated vessels, and he intended to use them as free labor to 
jumpstart the creation of the Scyan fleet. On Phoenix several engineers were tasked with designing a destroyer according 
to Alexander’s vision of a perfect ship for hunting: fuel efficient to be able to stay in ambush a long time, faster than any 
prey, and stealthy enough to catch his target with its shields down. Alexander also pushed to introduce basic astrophys-
ics and tactics studies in schools to locate potential officers. Having no formal military background, in the great library 
he studied tactics ranging from ancient naval warfare to the latest reports of insurrection dating from just before the gate 
shutdown. Until now his ships used their stealth to attack unescorted freighters in “secure” systems, but he was sure that 
such easy targets would soon disappear, and even a single wing of fighters escaping could pose a threat to the isolation 
of Elysee.

 The third expedition left port by the end of cycle 192. This time it was composed of four Lamia destroyers armed with 
greatly improved mining lasers, three freighter as support and boarding troop transports, and two scout frigates. They were 
to hunt several systems away from Elysee for a much shorter period to avoid being caught.

COUP

 Alexander Gran came back from his second expedition four months after his departure, with six times the amount of 
loot, enough to keep every citizen healthy for more than a year. But, he refused to deliver it. Instead he staged a coup: 
In exchange for the medical supplies, a military ministry would be created, of which he would be the leader. His argument 
was simple, Scy could not survive without stealing what they were unable to produce themselves, but if they kept pirating 
nearby, they would eventually attract some unwanted attention, or they would be forced hire mercenary escorts, Between 
his two expeditions, security already had been raised around the commerce hubs. To keep their planet hidden and to se-
cure a constant stream of supplies, the next expeditions would need to travel farther, with ships made for piracy, not some 
hastily modified freighters.

 It has been since demonstrated that this had been planned even before his departure for the second expedition. 
While he was away, his good friend and ally Lucy Argus, voluntary member of the health council, had been pushing for 
a long term solution to their medical troubles, suggesting the creation of a specialized military force... She had already 
gained some traction even before Alexander returned. While his methods shocked, the bulk of the population was ready 
to accept his demands.

Appendix 10
Indentured workers

 
 The first laborers on the mining outpost were 
basically slaves. This idea was quite sour for 
the  Scyan people who saw themselves as one 
of the last bastions of civilization in the Sec-
tor. They could also pose a security problem, 
should they try and rebel themselves. Lucy Ar-
gus argued that to prevent trouble, they should 
improve their daily lives. 

 After careful simulations they decided to give 
them partial autonomy: the miners would need 
to trade their resources for food with Phoenix, 
but other than that, they were to govern them-
selves with as little Scyan meddling as possi-
ble. In addition, after ten years of service (five in 
cases of good behavior), they could ask for par-
tial Scyan citizenship and to be transferred to 
Phoenix. This partial citizenship only excluded 
the right to vote or be elected. To gain full citi-
zenship, they would have to engage themselves 
in the Army. 

 Between daily lives often more comfortable 
than what they were used to before they were 
captured, and the assurance to improve it fur-
ther in the near future, few prisoners rebelled 
(and every time were stopped by their own col-
leagues who wanted citizenship). The army 
made sure they received news transmissions 
from Phoenix to show them what comfort they 
were working towards. 

 At his return, Alexander approved of the “en-
gage yourself to gain full citizenship” and sug-
gested that elected representatives go through 
military training to “prove” that they were ready 
to defend Elysee and its interests, and were not 
merely seeking personal power. A proposition 
that never gathered much support.

Cycle 191, standard day 50
Scy. Mining colony orbit. “Big Hole” mine. The main exploited mine on the prison colony. The two main settlements are visible on the east and north-east of the mine plus the three large land-
ing pads of the astroport brightly lit in the middle.

Courtesy of the Phoenix Science College, Elysee. Collection under the supervision of Dr Amalia Hera, P.h.D. 

 But a large part of the population had lived most of their lives on it, and was also seen as a monument.  Watching 
how the public  took this to heart, a referendum was organized by the councils. During the last public debate, the main 
opposition to the project, Dr  Allan Lo from the College of History, argued that the losses of the third expedition were to be 
blamed on “Alexander’s recklessness and incompetence” and that with more careful tactics, “frigates and destroyers will 
be enough to deal with the escorts”. To this Alexander Gran replied “And what if they aren’t?” before leaving the stage. The 
next day the bill passed with a razor thin margin.

 The Yggdrasill was no more, and the new station took the more fitting name of Hephaistos. Fed ore from the two thou-
sand workers on the mining colony, fuelled from the gas giant, it took only months for the factory to finish the first cruiser 
divisions. Suddenly the Scy navy was no longer some backwater improvised pirate band but now looked more like the ac-
tual task force of an independent nation. 

 Cycle 194, day 43, the fourth expedition undocked from Hephaistos. This time it was divided into two forces to cover 
more ground. Both were formed around a pair of brand new Stheno-class cruisers.

SEVERED CORDON

 The third expedition went quite poorly compared to the previous ones. In fact Alexander Gran and his captains were 
a bit overconfident when they attacked their first convoy escort and lost two ships during the battle. On the other hand, the 
transports contained much more valuable cargo. A third ship, one of the freighters, was lost near the end of the expedition
when a boarded tanker suddenly exploded (it is still unclear if it was a deliberate act, or if the the ship took a bad hit to 
the engines previously). Despite these unfortunate events, the operation was a success, the two remaining freighters filled 
up to the captain’s quarters with loot. Alexander used this half tinted victory to impose the expansion of the Scy fleet. New 
classes of ships were to be developed, and more importantly, new weapons. Amazingly half of the Scy engineering col-
lege was now dedicated to weaponry research. The whole Scyan society shifted itself toward increasing its military power.

 Alexander then made his single most controversial decision: He requisitioned the Yggdrasill to extract its micro-facto-
ry. The navy needed larger ships, but with the factory buried deep in the core of the asteroid the size of the parts that could 
be produced before being assembled outside the exterior doors was limited. Alexander intended to cut the colony in half 
and to utilize the exposed factory as the base for a large shipyard. Everyone agreed that the ship was a relic, the refit 
teams never could repair it completely, its biosphere was almost extinct, and it could never be used as a lifeboat again.

Appendix 11
Burning the boat

 
 The decision to abandon the Ygddrasill can 
be considered the most important one in Scyan 
history. Not because of the destruction of such a 
symbol and monument, but because of the turn-
ing point it implied regarding the Scy nation’s
new position regarding the rest of the Sector. 

 After nearly two centuries of isolationism, 
everyone now acknowledged the fact that they 
were dependent on the outside worlds for their 
survival. It also showed the power acquired by 
the military, and by Alexander Gran, during the 
last few years.

 Great precautions were taken during the open-
ing of the asteroid to protect the factory inside.
From debris catching nets to an improvised en-
ergy shield. Also, every single part that could 
be reused, repurposed or recycled has been 
stripped from the top half. That includes the four 
massive engines that made the exodus possi-
ble, two of which are now installed as attitude 
thrusters on Hephaistos.

 While the micro-factory is still too small to 
churn out an entire spacecraft at once, the cre-
ation of dry-docks and all the production infra-
structure allows the parallelization of different 
construction projects and a massive increase in 
productivity for each one.

Cycle 192, standard day 234
Scy. Elisee orbit. Asteroid Yggdrasill. Yggdrasill cracking T +4 seconds. Of the 7200 synchronized mining charges used only four misfires have been reported. 
Picture taken by amateur photographer Han Seloat
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 One of the examined options was using the now eight thousand indentured workers as hostages in case of discovery, 
but some argued that it was hardly a wise solution: using them as bargaining chips could create leverage when negotiat-
ing a treaty, but not much more. The other main option was to vastly extend the observation network to gather intelligence 
about any major group so that they would not dare risk having it released to their opponents. With the help of the many 
defectors from all origins that gained Scyan citizenship, such a network would be incredibly powerful. 

 While Admiral Ellen Railey (the army’s number two in the chain of command) and Senator Lucy Argus were quite inter-
ested in this second option, Alexander Gran categorically refused it. As a mater of fact, he was almost paranoid about the 
security of Elysee, no ship was allowed farther than an AU from the planet, and the expeditions were the only contact they 
had with the rest of the Sector. It was only a few weeks before each expedition that dozens of scout frigates were sent out 
to locate the best location to loot. A compromise was struck by extending the observation period when the next expedition 
would draw near and performing some minor infiltrations missions then as well.

CORSAIRS

 The fourth expedition was a great success, and so was the fifth in cycle 197, though a major incident in the home sys-
tem made the population and its leaders realize how precarious their situation really was despite the successes. While 
most of the fleet was deployed hunting, a nearby pirate lord on the run from the Sindrian Diktat took refuge near Acheron 
to repair his fleet. The defense task force engaged them and both sides were utterly crushed, leaving Elysee defenseless 
until some of the expedition fleets return.
 
 While the loot and the prisoners brought back helped to rebuild the fleet, the production of a new class of large ships 
dedicated to the defense of Tartarus put a huge strain on the Nation’s resources. Some senators started to fear that the mil-
itary influence grew too strong. The ever increasing stream of wealth and luxury goods brought back with every expedition 
had given it an unconstitutional level of control over politics. Scy had almost become a dictatorship, though a benevolent 
one. This setback was used as an excuse to start looking into more durable solutions. Obviously a very powerful deterrent 
would be needed to prevent factions they plundered for years from crushing the Scy Nation.

Appendix 12
Showdown

 In cycle 197, during the 5th Great Expedition, the Scy Nation went through its worst crisis yet. The 47th day, an im-
posing pirate fleet emerged from hyperspace in the Acheron system. They were the remaining forces from successful 
warlords that just recently had become “destitute” for menacing the Sindrian Diktat border. Finding a resource rich 
unoccupied system was for them a relief, as the fleet was in dire need of fuel and time to recuperate. Letting them 
be was unacceptable for the Scyan Admiralty, as they were bound to detect their presence on Elysee or the mining 
colony sooner rather than later. While the bulk of the Scyan armada was away plundering trade routes, Rear Guard 
Admiral Nanako decided to engage them.
 
 It was a massacre for both sides: Scyan ships were fresh and ready for combat, but they are designed for hit-and-
run tactics, not front-line combat. The pirates were suffering very low reliability from their equipment, but their ships 
were extremely sturdy, and their crew experienced. In a few hours, both sides had seen most of their ships destroyed 
and disengaged to take a breath. The Scyan fleet started some emergency repairs, while the pirates salvaged the 
wreckage searching for fuel to escape this trap. Since they knew about the Scy Nation’s location, simply letting them 
go was no longer an option.
 

 After gathering all the ships they could muster, from the unfinished cruiser in dry-dock to the feeble freighters that 
could be equipped with a single missile launcher, the Scyan ships again set out to meet the enemy. This time, the 
pirate fleet did not attempt to face them, but dispersed in an attempt to save at least some of their ships. That tactic 
was their undoing: Scyan ships excel at this kind of warfare. They ganged up on isolated ships and used their su-
perior engines to catch up with the next one. But even then the last cruiser, only escorted by the remaining pair of 
frigates, managed to get to the wormhole. It was sheer luck that one of the expedition forces returned very early and 
was gathering on the hyperspace side of the wormhole to prepare its jump. The commander of the force did not need 
to ask any questions when she saw those damaged ships emerge, and her force methodically dispatched them.

 While successful, this operation could not be qualified as a victory. Most of the Scyan fleet reserve was destroyed, 
and the following weeks were incredibly stressful as the planet waited for the main forces to return while almost unde-
fended. This revealed a crucial flaw in the Scyan Navy doctrine: their ships are designed to operate deep in enemy 
territory, using their speed and stealth to spring traps, they are cruelly unsuited to defend the home system. It was 
not long before the design document for a special class of large warships dedicated exclusively to the defense of 
the planet Elysee was approved.

“Amarat Initiative” for the Tri-Tachyon Corporation, the “Eden III Protocol” for the Luddic Church, everyone seemed to have
at least a vague idea that something was going on and tried to protect itself. 

 Now the head of the Navy, Admiral Ellen Railey implemented radical changes. It was obvious to her that the next 
Great Expedition could very well be the last and she wanted to be ready for the day the enemy would be at the gates. She 
streamlined the preparation of the expedition, making them a four cycles process in order to strike sooner than usual and 
before the rest of the Sector would expect it. She ordered the deployment of two outposts hidden directly in hyperspace. 
These stations, barely more than fuel tanks and weapons caches, allowed her to maintain a scout presence in the rest of 
the Sector, gathering data to prepare the next expedition and gain leverage when Elysee would be found. 

 As the fleets took off for the seventh expedition, all general officers received a sealed set of orders meant to be used 
in case they were unable to guarantee Scy would remain undiscovered. 

SETBACK

 The sixth Great Expedition in cycle 201, while successful in principle, was tainted by the death of Alexander Gran. He 
had leukemia diagnosed just before the expedition of 197, but did not want to stand down from command. At his return, 
it was too late to cure him, and the sixth expedition would have been been his last anyways. But he did not pass without 
a bang: he died during a counter attack of the crew of a “surrendered” cruiser during boarding, and sacrificed himself to 
cover the evacuation of his crew before activating the scuttle protocol of his ship. He is the first and only hero of the Scyan 
nation, and is looked upon as an example for every member of the fleet.

 The cruiser incident was not the only one: the entire expedition faced difficulties like heavier escorts, or crew that was 
more prepared for boarding attempts. The major factions seemed to have finally realized their losses to “pirates” were cyclic 
in nature and the act of a single entity. The spy groups sent in parallel of the expedition brought back invaluable information 
about the actions the other institutions took against them. The “Skoll Investigation” of the Hegemony and Sindrian Diktat, the 

of a civilian  transport loaded with data and debris from Scyan ships. Far too damaged to pursue, Hu activated the emer-
gency protocol  from Admiral Railey.  

 This protocol was quite simple: a short personalized transmission that pointed at some innocent file in their own ar-
chives. The contents of this file had been replaced by a message from Ellen Railey even before the expedition departed, 
and proposed to organize a meeting in a neutral location in order to negotiate a peaceful resolution. Soon after this first 
transmission, scout ships were tasked to do the same for all major powers in the Sector. The fact that these messages were 
placed in what was supposed to be secure locations was meant to make them realize how compromised their security truly 
was, and force their hand to at least accept the meeting. The prisoner figures included were only there to hit the nail on 
the head. This was all a huge bluff: sure the hacking teams gathered a lot of information, but how much of it was actually 
useful varied widely depending on the faction. Some further demonstrations were necessary for a few that remains scepti-
cal of the implied threat but after a while everyone accepted the “invitation”.

 Back in Phoenix, the news was not received very well: Many were convicned they would get nuked immediately, oth-
ers demanded that a new Cryo-arch be built in case of emergency, some on the contrary were outraged by the fact that 
Admiral Railey took such a unilateral decision. For the first time in the history of the Nation, martial law had to be enforced. 
Fortunately for the governing body the almost immediate positive response from most independents planets (that the Navy 
took great care to avoid attacking during the Expeditions) lit a glimpse of hope that the rest of the Sector was not bent on 
their destruction.

CRUMBLING

 For the first time, an expedition ended in failure. The much more thorough preparation work as well as a more intensive 
use of scouts for the planning of the attack lead to less incidents, but half the planned targets were too heavily defended 
to risk an assault, and the two incidents that did occur were quite serious in nature. 

 The first was the defection of Captain Orson Whales, a former indentured worker that gained Scyan citizenship by 
enrolling in the Navy. The fact that he passed all the psychological evaluations could be a hint that he received special 
training before even getting captured. He managed to signal a local Tri-Tachyon garrison and to steal a small ship but was 
caught while fleeing. The garrison’s task force was barely destroyed but not after one of the two hyperspace Outposts suf-
fered extensive damage and had to be scuttled. While it was nearly certain that it would have been impossible for Orson 
to have sent the hyperspace coordinates of Tartarus, the length of the transmission suggests that the corporation was now 
in possession of a significant amount of intel.

 The second major event concerned a special operation lead by Rear Admiral Han Hu. His objective was to retrieve 
anything valuable from the Hegemony’s Tarantula space station, a major military development hub in an isolated sector. 
After the successful strike, the Hegemony local Commander reacted much quicker than anticipated and using his numeri-
cal advantage to the fullest managed to corner Admiral Hu in a remote system. After several engagements, the Hegemony 
fleet was finally defeated, but not after it destroyed Hu’s entire fleet barring his flagship, and managed to cover the escape 

Appendix 13
Figures

 What might have prevented the other factions from trying and wipe out Scy as soon as it revealed its existence was 
likely the fact that their expeditions were more a nuisance than a menace. Even if Elysee’s survival depended upon 
thefts from larger entities, the population was so small compared to the rest of the Sector their impact barely made a 
dent in the grand scheme of the economy. The smallest outbreak of regular piracy was far more damaging, generally 
concentrating on one vulnerable area until it was left with nothing of value. On the contrary the Scyan Navy spread 
its operations across multiple factions on the largest area possible to avoid drawing too much attention.
 

 After a bit more than 10 cycles of periodic raids, the Navy had destroyed roughly 10 millions credits worth of ships, 
captured others for a total 50 million, including cargo, killed only 2,557 crewmen (including the 853 deaths during 
the post Tarantula Station battles) and captured 31,458. Compared to the 150 million credits worth of ships and cargo 
lost each cycle to regular pirates, their case was far from lost. Their very public declaration that every prisoner that 
requested freedom would be returned to their home-planet strangely twisted the public opinion favorably to them.

 Even at the peak of their strength, the expedition task forces where only a dozen ships strong. Most of the time they 
were built around a Stheno-class cruiser, sometimes accompanied by a Erymanthian Boar missile support cruiser, 
with an escort of four destroyers and a frigate/fighter screen.

that was because they were only the publicly known terms of the agreement. Behind the main negotiation, many hidden  
deals were struck in order to make the public one pass. The negotiators categorically refused any intelligence exchange 
on data already collected in order to avoid suspicions about other under-the-table deals of the same order. But they did 
accept an offer of Scyan assistance for future recon mission, or security reinforcements. 

 After the signature, Scy built the Prism Exchange Station in Acheron and swiftly proceeded to hand over the prison-
ers during the next months. Afterwards they released their control of it and it became an independent harbor, and a busy 
marketplace. Prism Freeport became their main source of exchange with the rest of the Sector, finally having a stable way 
to get medical assistance against the radiation diseases that plagued them for so long. 

NEGOCIATION 

 After some preliminary negotiations in order to decide a location, all parties accepted to join a reunion in a former 
independent station that had been abandoned for years and restored for the occasion. There, Scyan delegates had to 
walk a tight rope, juggling between the menace of their intelligence deterrent, and trying to appease the factions they hit 
the hardest during the expeditions. After seven months a final deal was struck: The Scy Nation was to release every single 
prisoner, and build a station in Acheron in order to facilitate the transfers. They were to allow an inspection in order to as-
sess their military power, proving it was limited and not a menace to the rest of the Sector. Finally the Scy Nation would only 
be able to claim sovereignty over the Tartarus sub-system and were forbidden to expand to other systems, while Acheron 
was to stay open for the passage of any fleet. These term were extremely lenient compared to what most expected, but 

Appendix 14
Purge

 As the military was down-scaled, and more and more classified documents were disclosed, some rumors started to 
spread. Public Relation campaigns paid by the Admiralty, vote buying scheme, lobbying... A darker side of the politi-
cal cunning of Alexander Gran was unraveling. His results being indisputable, most people accepted that it was fair 
game to accomplish his vision. What did bother them however was some witness report about his death painting a 
very different picture from the official one. Presumably he didn’t died saving his crew from a certain death, but rather 
prosaically from his leukemia in the med-bay. The whole heroic end may have been an attempt from Admiral Railey 
to capitalize on his popularity and reinforce further the military grip on the senate and politics.

 She didn’t tried to deny the accusations, playing the legacy card instead: working to fulfill Alexander’s intentions 
and goals. During her hearing in the Senate, Railey even made a very compelling case that had the military lost even 
a fraction of its powers, most of her plans would have been denied and the Scy Nation could very well have been 
wiped out instead of negotiating a peaceful resolution. The Senators, perhaps eager to avoid revealing all the “gifts” 
they received from the Military in exchange for their cooperation, decided to discharge her and her close associates 
but not put them through a trial. That wasn’t enough for the population, and rising unrest forced the now civilian Ellen 
Railey to exile herself with her ex-staff. 
 
 Officially, their whereabouts are unknown; but the general consensus is that the military must be keeping a watch-
ful eye on them.

 The relations with the other factions of the sector normalized even though many suspicions remain. To help smooth 
things over, the Scyan military avoided sending large fleets outside of their sphere of influence and mostly patrolled Tar-
tarus’ space. The spy fleets however were kept more occupied than ever, both to honor the contracts from the peace ne-
gotiation and to maintain their deterrent for far into the future.

 In Phoenix, the affluence of immigrants finally filled the holes in their economy and made the life of everyone more 
comfortable. A second cliff-city construction started to provide additional space. Still the political fallout forced Admiral 
Railey out of her post, and most of the senators were replaced at the end of their mandate. The transition was relatively 
smooth since the last decision of Admiral Railey was to gracefully accept putting the military back under civilian control.

  The Scy Nation is now standing on its own and finally part of the Sector. The Cycle is 206.

STARTING OVER

 When the prisoners were freed, they were also offered Scyan citizenship and to stay. Surprisingly nearly twenty-five 
percent of them took the offer and greatly boosted the population’s manpower. With the constant need for new ships mostly 
abated, the mining colony could be exploited with minimal personnel and still cover most of the needs of the Nation. Even 
more surprising, Elysee started to almost immediately receive a stream of immigrant candidates. Some came to escape 
oppressive governments, some came out of curiosity, but a small number were drawn because of a small sect that formed 
around the worship of the Elder Sleepers, the last few people that were born before the collapse and had souvenirs of the 
greatness of the Domain of Man. 

Cycle 206, standard day 30
Scy. Planet Elysee’s orbit. Planet Elysee lit by Tartarus with Acheron and its dust cloud in the distance. Hephaistos is not visible at this distance.
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